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He was startled…. eternal rest was just too….restful!  Yet, such monotony had not dulled his keen sense 

of the passing of time. He knew that it had not been that long since he had come back, at least in spirit, 

to visit his old stomping grounds. Once a year, on El Dia de los Muertos – the Day of the Dead – the 

power of the combined memories of his living relatives would draw him out of his well deserved and 

peaceful rest. Sure, sometimes the wishful power of children’s minds would rouse him a bit earlier, since 

Halloween falls, fortuitously, a couple of days before the Day of the Dead. 

What had aroused his soul, then, from his serene slumber, he asked himself?    Yes, as year after year, 

given the right prompts, he had materialized, in a manner of speaking, that is, at the center of his old, 

beloved Los Alamitos for no one could really see him. He realized the weather was warm; no late fall 

weather this.   

He had been born poor, to a peasant family in old Mexico at the turn of the century. Their world was in 

turmoil and poverty was the rule of the land. The wealthy North beckoned, its  jobs attractive enough to 

provide the necessary impetus to risk the difficult trek. The prospect of just fitting in the lowest rungs of 

their new society was not deterrent enough.  Everything would be hard but worthy, if only to feed the 

children who made their appearance with pressing regularity 

The trip had been relatively easy if one ignored the unforgiving harshness of the deserts and the rigors 

of the primitive transportation.  The border, away from the cities and towns, was little more than a line 

on a map and soon his family found itself settled in one of the ancient ranchos, doing the work they had 

always done back home but for better wages and the prospect of a better future. 

His parents found  solace  and support  in the company of others like themselves, fellow expatriates who 

found refuge in the language they spoke and in the bosom of their religion, even though their religion 

was different to that of the majority of neighbors. Their numbers grew with the increasing political and 

economic turmoil back home. 

Other fellow workers had come for the same reasons from entirely different and distant parts of the 

world to toil the land for a mere pittance. Sons of Portugal, Belgium and Holland had also made the 

improbable trips and found common ground with their fellow laborers. 

Soon, the consensus of the migrants was the construction of a place to house their worship and serve as 

a community center of sorts. After many pleas and negotiations, the land baron that gave them work 

agreed to donate a bit of land not to the laborers but to the clergy that spoke for them. The laborers 

pledged their efforts and soon a church began to rise, becoming perhaps the tallest building amid the 

endless acres of beet plants. 

Yes, he remembered the church and perhaps that was why he always came back to consciousness in his 

old neighborhood. After all, that was where he had gotten married and his children baptized before 

World War II broke and his adopted country demanded his loyalty and fate demanded his life. 



Some times when he made his yearly ethereal pilgrimage he would see former neighbors and war 

buddies, now old and infirm, standing in front of the church, reminiscing and wondering why it had been 

shut down, taking with it a large part of the town’s tradition and history.  Their sadness almost made 

him happy he had not survived. 

Our friendly ghost kept remembering all of this but still couldn’t understand the reason for his untimely 

appearance this time.  Yet, he continued to remember.  He recalled how proud the labor force had felt 

once their church had risen. They had named it after an ancient saint that had been a farmer himself:  

Saint  Isidore.  By no means it had been the only church around; other foreign laborers and some of the 

locals had built other centers of worship to honor the same god perhaps in slightly different ways.  Some 

even stood side by side, forming together the center of Los Alamitos.  

More memories surfaced, some not so pleasant, like that fateful March morning when the earth moved 

violently and brought down the proud fruit of their labors. But once again the hardy bunch created a 

better, stronger symbol of their faith and unity. Once again the bells had rung and….wait a second…had 

it been the peal of the old bells that had summoned him from his peaceful sleep?  

Instantly – eternal life has its advantages – he found himself at the venerable, heavy wooden doors of 

St. Isidore, just in time to see a newlywed couple emerge from the old church under a shower of rice 

and well wishes.  So… bell ringing had been the reason for this unexpected May flight! 

He was happy to see them. Over the many Halloween and Days of the Dead, he had seen Los Alamitos 

change so much as to be unrecognizable to someone who lived and died in the early days of the 

community.  Everything was different, yes, with exception of the old church.  When upscale Rossmoor 

was created it even became its parish church. 

Many other churches and buildings had been torn down to make way for new, slick but soulless edifices.  

For many recent years the specter of the imminent demise of the last great symbol of old Los Alamitos 

had hung over the city. Despite the efforts of a few concerned people, the rest of the population had 

seemed oblivious to it.  Perhaps now, the bells of the chapel would wake up the town citizens and they 

would begin to notice and appreciate the solid evidence of their heritage in their midst and he could rest 

in peace again. 

 


